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The Spirit Messages Daily Guidance
Oracle Deck
In Bridging Two Realms, John Holland provides
inspiration and comfort for the bereaved by
demonstrating how youcan make contact with your
passed loved ones. You'll learn- - What happens when
a loved one passes into the Spirit World - The signs
and symbols your loved ones use to get your
attention - How mental telepathy acts as a bridge
between this world and the next - How meditation can
be used to enhance your connection with Spirit
Exercises and techniques to develop your own
mediumistic skills - How to use your specific psychic
strengths to become a receptor for spirit messages In
this book, John reveals the mechanics and techniques
used to extend your awareness beyond your physical
senses to develop your potential skills as a medium
and use them to connect with your loved ones on the
Other-Side.

Earth Magic Oracle Cards
Explore the past, present and future with Oceanic
Tarot.

Suze Orman's Financial Solutions
The Intuitive Night Goddess Tarot is a 78 card deck
and 100 page companion guide that explores the light
and darkness within us all. Explore nighttime scenes
full of lush nature, animals, magic, and beauty, with
goddesses standing proudly, fiercely, and wildly
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access healing, clarity, and intuition
Animal Tarot Cards
Designed for beginning as well as experienced tarot
readers, Holistic Tarot offers a fresh and easy-tofollow approach to the use of the tarot deck for
tapping into subconscious knowledge and creativity.
The tarot deck has been used as a divination tool for
more than two centuries; while the tarot is still most
commonly thought of as "fortune telling," the true
power of the tarot lies in its ability to channel a clear
path for our deep intuition to shine through.
Consulting the tarot can help clear creativity
blockages, clarify ambitions, work through complex
decisions, and make sense of emotions and
relationships. Whether used for simple decisionmaking or an understanding of your life's purpose,
learning tarot can be an indispensible tool for being
more mindful of the factors that can assist or weaken
your efforts toward success. In Holistic Tarot, author
Benebell Wen provides a complete guide to using the
tarot to foster personal development. Wen gives a
comprehensive overview of the history of the tarot
and a wide array of theories on its use (including its
relationship to Jungian archetypal psychology and
traditional Chinese divination practices) before
digging deeply into one of the best-known tarot
systems, the Rider-Waite-Smith. Beginners will find a
complete guide to working with the tarot, including
choosing and caring for a deck, how best to learn and
remember the attributes of the major and minor
arcana, the interpretation of cards and spreads, the
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role of meditation
in a tarot practice, and how to use
the tarot for improving relationships, professional
development, and personal resilience. More advanced
practitioners will appreciate nuanced theoretical
discussions of the tarot as well as practical advice
about reading others' tarot cards and setting up a
practice. Containing over 500 illustrations and
detailed information on each card as well as
numerous spreads, Holistic Tarot is a complete
compendium of tarot study that every practitioner
should have in his or her library. “A modern
alchemical achievement.”—Barbara Moore, author of
Tarot Spreads “Will become one of the jewels in the
crown of tarot literature.” —Anthony Louis, MD,
author of Tarot Beyond the Basics “A tarot
classic.”—Sasha Graham, author of Tarot Diva “A
magnificent, intelligent, comprehensive overview and
innerview of the Rider Waite Smith system of tarot!
This is the only guide you need to have. Bravo!”
—James Wanless, PhD, author of Voyager Tarot “A
huge accomplishment … likely to become the
essential guidebook for serious students of the
tarot.”— Joan Bunning, author of Learning the Tarot
“No tarot enthusiast should be without this
book!”—Chic and Tabatha Cicero, authors of The
Golden Dawn Magical Tarot “Arguably the most
comprehensive guide to tarot on the market today.
It's also innovative: it deftly combines Eastern
mysticism with Western metaphysics. It's an
impressive tome that presents a wholly modern,
rational approach to tarot practice while preserving
notable elements of tradition."—Corrine Kenner,
author of Tarot and Astrology From the Trade
Paperback edition.
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Holistic Tarot
The Everything Guide to Reiki
The Aquarian Tarot deck is joined with Psyhic Tarot
book by Craig Junjulas to create a tool for psychic
development.

Children's Spirit Animal Cards
101 Ways to Jump Start Your Intuition
The Psychic Tarot for the Heart Oracle
Deck
The Energy Oracle Cardsare designed to reveal both
the present energy you project and the results you
are likely to attract. The unlimited power of your own
consciousness is a vital force that moves through the
Universe and plants the seeds of your destiny far and
wide. These easy-to-use cards will help you to
understand what your consciousness is creating, as
well as reveal any hidden blocks that may be delaying
your progress. The information they bring will
empower and inspire you, for it comes from heavenly
messengers, friends from the spirit realm, and your
own higher self. All that you need is available to you,
so let your intuition soar. Listen to the messages they
bring and take your life to wonderful new heights!
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Discover Psychic Tarot Reading, Tarot
Card Meanings, Numerology, Astrology
and Reveal What The Universe Has In
Store for You
This Workbook is devoted to helping you realise how
anyone, including YOU can link with the tarot. Do you
find it hard to remember the meanings of the 78 tarot
cards? - (This book will give a simple-to-understand
way to learn the meanings of all the cards) Do you
keep telling yourself you can't read the tarot because
you aren't psychic enough? - (This book will help you
realise how anyone including you can link with the
tarot) Do you think you have to be gifted in order to
read tarot? (This book will take you on a fascinating
learning journey into the psychological and spiritual
associations of the cards and will prove you don't
have to be gifted to read tarot cards) Do you want to
start reading tarot for yourself and your friends? (This
book will teach you the traditional tarot card
meanings and also intuitive tarot card meanings.)
How does it work? * All you need is a deck of tarot
cards. * This book will include exercises, meditations
or questions for you to answer. * You will work
through these, keeping a note of your responses in
your tarot journal. * Once you have read and
completed the exercises in this book, you will have a
good understanding of the traditional and intuitive
meanings of the tarot cards and the confidence to
read the tarot for yourself and others. I would
recommend that you start a Journal before you begin
reading this book in which you can record results of
exercises, dreams and intuitive experiences. I hope
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you will enjoy
fun and insightful journey.
Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards
The 65 beautifully illustrated cards in this deck will
create a powerful bridge between your psychic
abilities and the ancient knowledge and meanings of
the tarot; and will help you develop intuitive insights
about all areas of your life, including love and
relationships, business matters, and even career
changes. This fascinating deck will work for you
whether you're a novice or are already in tune with
your psychic abilities. In the accompanying
guidebook, psychic mediumJohn Holland imparts
techniques that he's practiced himself and taught in
his workshops, relating to colors, symbology, shapes,
words, card spreads, divination, numerology, energy
centers, imagination, and more. By using the cards,
you'll be able to incorporate John's techniques when
you do a tarot reading for yourself or others.

The Secret Dakini Oracle Deck
The Everything Guide to Reiki is a comprehensive
resource for readers interested in this ancient
Japanese hands-on therapy, which has been proven to
reduce stress, promote healing, and enhance quality
of life. Beyond learning the basics of Reiki's history,
readers learn about the placing of hands, how to
harness negative energy, promote a healthy immune
system, and alleviate specific ailments such as
chronic pain, digestive issues, infertility, and
depression. Featuring a section on how to get
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and open
up your own Reiki practice, The
Everything Guide to Reiki is the ideal guide for
readers interested in this ancient therapy.

The Instant Tarot Reader
There’s a special language that transcends time and
space —a language that’s not constrained by the
limitations of just words —but one that consists of
signs, symbols, energy, and thought. A language that
can only be heard when one truly listens. It’s the
language of The Spirit Whisperer. In John Holland’s
past books, he explained how he came to terms with,
and learned to accept and embrace, his spiritual gifts
as a psychic medium; and how "readers" could
develop their own intuitive psychic abilities. In this
book, John picks up the fascinating story of his
personal journey of growth and development as one
of the most respected practicing mediums today. This
work chronicles his career to date and includes some
enlightening and heartfelt real-life case studies. He
candidly discusses readings with clients, including
those who’ve had their own After Death
Communications (ADCs) —from the outrageous to the
profound. John also explains the signs and symbols
that our loved ones continually try to send us. One of
his most popular sayings is: "Those on the Other Side
want to talk to you —as much as you want to talk to
them!" John divulges for the first time some of the
extraordinary paranormal occurrences he’s witnessed
throughout his career, and provides a rare glimpse
behind the scenes of what it’s like to be a "Psychic
Time Machine" for several television shows. He’ll also
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help parents
have a psychic child themselves.
The Spirit Whisperer is a book you’ll want to read over
and over, as many of the stories will touch your heart
as well as your soul!

The Intuitive Tarot
Everything You Need to Know about Reading Tarot
Cards FREE gift included inside! Do you want to
enhance your life by tapping into the wisdom of the
Universe and your own intuition? For centuries, Tarot
cards have been used as a method of divination by
those seeking guidance and direction. The cards have
the power to offer hope, reassurance, and support to
readers as they meander through the ups and downs
of life. In fact, the Tarot have even been known to
trigger previously unknown solutions to major
dilemmas - whether you consider the message to
have come from your own intuition, or more mystical
sources. Contrary to the popular myth, you don't need
psychic powers to read Tarot. All you need is a
willingness to learn, time to practice, and the ability
to hone and trust your natural intuition. Reading the
Tarot is a combination of skills born from following
instructions, listening to intuition, and making
educated leaps of thought. As complicated as it may
seem at first, it's actually a relatively simple process.
Seasoned Tarot readers would say that it's a natural
habit - something that comes like second nature to
them. You too can reach that level of experience and
comfort with the Tarot, through practice and patience.
Tarot for Beginners Tarot for Beginners was created
to teach regular people how to work with the mystical
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and
their life for the better - not to
mention starting a fascinating new hobby, and having
fun while doing it! This guide will provide you with
everything a beginner needs to know about Tarot,
including the most popular card meanings to get you
started. Whether you're using a "traditional" deck like
Waite-Smith or the Tarot of Marseille, or a more
specialist deck, the definitions included in this guide
are relevant, and a solid starting point for a skill that
you can carry with you for a lifetime. Remember,
though: nothing is set in stone with Tarot. Reading
Tarot involves listening to your intuition; as you
become a skilled reader, the card meanings might
evolve into something more personal to you. That is
the beauty of Tarot, as different readers interpret
things in their own unique style. If you're just starting
out, though, this book is the perfect first step on your
journey! We will also dive deeper into the Tarot: you
will learn about the history of Tarot, the Major and
Minor Arcana, and the positions and meanings of the
cards in some of the world's most popular Tarot
spreads. In other words, Tarot for Beginners will teach
you everything you need to start reading Tarot,
today! Would You Like to Know More? Download now
by scrolling to the top of the page and selecting the
buy button. Readers will also be treated to an
exclusive free gift

Angelarium
Learn to read tarot cards using your own psychic
skills, and gain new levels of inspiration, guidance,
and insight. This lively, friendly book features a
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exercises, spreads, and sample
readings, along with compelling first-hand accounts
from the authors' own experiences, to start you on
the path to trusting your intuition in reading the
cards. Rather than presenting cookbook
interpretations or complex symbols, Psychic Tarot
invites readers on a fascinating journey. Along the
way, readers will learn a variety of original intuitive
exercises designed to awaken their psychic abilities
such as Light and Shadow, Turning Point, and Hidden
Question. Also included in this helpful guide are
simple techniques for doing energy readings and
seeing the unseen, instructions on keeping a
synchronicity journal, and even a tarot spread for
communicating with spirit guides or loved ones on the
other side.

Psychic Tarot
Did you know that you already possess all the tools
you need to unlock your hidden potential and help
you lead an intuitive, psychic life? For years, John
Holland has been teaching people how to awaken,
access, and develop their dormant intuitive senses to
assist them in making better decisions as they
navigate their way through their busy lives. If you’re
looking to reconnect with the psychic abilities we’re
all born with, then Psychic Navigator is the book for
you! Let John become the guide who helps you create
new paths to find your way back to your true, intuitive
self. He’ll explain the mechanics of your inner
awareness, which can be activated and heightened
using meditation and breath work, as well as
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aura. John incorporates much of his teachings into this
highly inspirational book, which is packed with easy-tofollow practical exercises (including a free audio
download of two guided meditations) that will amplify
and empower your inner guidance. As you utilize your
renewed psychic senses, they will assist you with your
health, personal relationships, important business
decisions . . . and virtually every aspect of your life!

Energy Oracle Cards
Tap into your "sixth sense" and become a better,
more confident tarot reader. Most all tarot books
present card-by-card interpretations as well as an
instruction on how to read spreads. This book takes
the next logical step inward by presenting the art of
reading in a workbook format, and helps you learn to
interpret the cards intuitively. The book falls into two
parts. The first part concerns learning about the
cards, and includes exercises for each card that
teaches you to trust your interpretation of the card.
The second part helps you develop that ability, a skill
that Reed calls “intuition.” All the exercises, stories,
card meanings, and techniques really serve one
purpose: to go beyond learning Tarot to living it. It’s
not enough to memorize the meanings of the cards,
and you can’t do a reading with a workbook at your
side forever. In order to deliver a meaningful,
accurate tarot reading, you need to hone your
intuition. Without a comfortable connection to your
sixth sense, the tarot readings lack finesse and
becomes nothing more than cookie-cutter
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you can develop better readings and unique
interpretations for each person. In this book, Reed
teaches by example. She presents the basics of
intuitive tarot reading—reading without any
questions, any backstory, anything to go on. This
book is filled with exercises to hone your intuition and
sharpen your interpretation skills.

The Mediumship Training Deck
This vividly illustrated deck follows the artistic
development of tattoo artist and designer Lana
Zellner. The 82-card deck includes all of her original
tarot art plus four new cards painted specially for this
edition. The cards feature art forms and iconic
imagery from both tattoo and tarot traditions, all hand
drawn and painted using the watercolor painting style
of "spitshading." The 188-page book presents fullcolor, enlarged illustrations for each Eight Coins' card,
along with Lana's descriptions and unique tarot
insights. Set includes: ¢¢ 82 cards ¢¢ 188-page full
color book ¢¢ Eight Coins' Tattoo Tarot Rose Spread
About the Artist Lana Zellner is a tattoo artist, painter
and designer based in Missoula, Montana. Pulling from
her former work as an architect, Lana's tattoo art is
focused on line-work, bold design elements and
detailed ornamentation. She enjoys incorporating her
spiritual interests into her artwork. Lana has been
reading tarot cards since she was 12 years old.

Psychic Tarot
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Nik Douglas in the Ranipur Jharial Temple of Orissa,
India. Penny Slinger created the series of 65 full-color
cards with surrealistic images, Includes Celtic Cross
and Tree of Life charts.

Tarot Cards For Beginners
With the Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards deck, you can
receive messages and guidance related to your
present life, your future, and your spiritual path.
Suitable for adults and children of all ages, each card
features a beautiful unicorn painting and a lifeaffirming message. The enclosed easy-to-follow
guidebook allows you to instantly give accurate
readings to yourself and others. Let these cards by
Doreen Virtue, the creator of the Healing with the
Angels Oracle Cards deck as well as many others,
take you to the magical and enchanting world of the
unicorns.

The New Orleans Oracle Deck
Learn how to improve your intuition from a
professional intuitive! In Angel Intuition, psychic and
angel expert Tanya Carroll Richardson teaches you
about your sixth sense so you can receive more
divine guidance to improve every area of your life.
Tanya picks up where she left off in her first
bestselling angel book, Angel Insights, offering even
more information about angels and other members of
your spiritual guidance squad—spirit animals,
ascended masters like Buddha and Mother Mary,
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loved ones
who've
passed on, and your soul's own
higher self. Tanya shares how she discovered and
honed her intuitive gifts and gives you the knowledge
and practical exercises to understand and develop
your abilities as well. Find out how we receive
information via the four clairs (clairaudience,
clairvoyance, claircognizance, and clairsentience).
Take a quiz to help you get more in touch with your
sensitivity and to learn where you fall on the intuition
spectrum. Discover the eleven most common ways
that angels send you guidance, learn Tanya's twentyfive golden rules of intuition, and receive clues about
your own past lives, soul archetypes, and current
destiny. Take your intuition to the next level with this
fun, informative, encouraging book.

The Spirit Whisperer
These beautifully illustrated cards can help you swim
into the ocean of your unconscious mind, where
profound thoughts and feelings can create, or block,
your heart's desire.

Eight Coins' Tattoo Tarot
The Golden Tarot
The Only Book On The Tarot You Will Ever Need Have
you always been interested in Tarot, but you didn't
know where to start? Have you ever wanted a Tarot
reading, or wondered what it takes to become a Tarot
reader? Begin Your Exploration & Find The Answers
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make important decisions about their careers, health,
investments, and love life. Tarot cards can reveal
opportunities and blockages that are happening now,
in the past, and in the future. Tarot is a timehonoured means of developing our intuition. Many of
our greatest visionaries, including Nikola Tesla, Steve
Jobs, Elon Musk, Karl Lagerfeld and Oprah Winfrey
credit their intuitive knowing for their success.
Intuitive development is essential to honouring the
call of our unique life purpose, connecting
empathically with others and manifesting our fullest
lives. Of course, like anything in the Occult realm, the
Tarot is surrounded by myths and misconceptions.
Too many "learn the tarot books" give you only a
handful of spreads to memorize - or endless
paragraphs you have to try to remember every time
you stare at your cards. In this book you will learn
what your cards mean, how to cast spreads easily and
get the answers you need. Ever wished you could
have instant access to all the Tarot card meanings for
nearly every type of reading . . . Love, career,
spirituality and much, much more? Knowing how to
read tarot cards can be a skill that is used in many
areas of your life. Through the course of the
centuries, Tarot gained a lot of rules and
complications, however, it is much easier than it
appears to be. Start reading the Tarot immediately
with this quick and easy method. In This Book You Will
Discover: Introduction and History of Tarot How to use
Tarot as a powerful Spiritual Development and
Business Tool Tarot Symbols Decoded: Discover what
each Tarot card means How Ignite Your Intuition and
Awaken With Tarot Use the Tarot deck to Gain
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different situations. Master your
Psychic Ability and Give Accurate Professional Level
Readings Use the tarot to rapidly improve your, love
life, business, career and finances Identify what
spiritual lessons you need to master Inspiring quotes
to increase your understanding of each card. And
Much, Much, More. So if your looking to improve your
life or help others then this is the perfect book to
begin or continue your exploration into Tarot.

The Intuitive Night Goddess Tarot
The Earth speaks to us in many ways through the
spirits of her various elements. In this deck of 48
oracle cards created by Steven D. Farmer, you'll find
descriptions and images of several of these Earth
elements along with clear and concise messages from
the spirits of each. Through the use of these cards,
you'll uncover sensible advice that will provide
guidance for questions you may have about any
aspect of your life. The enclosed guidebook includes
easy-to-follow instructions as well as expanded
descriptions and messages for each card, allowing
you to give yourself and others accurate, meaningful
readings.

Pocket Guide to the Tarot
Intuition is the language of the soul, and we’re all
born with the natural ability of an inner-knowing. As
we go through life, we have a inborn tendency to pull
away from what was once totally natural to us. In 101
Ways to Jump-Start Your Intuition , psychic medium
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lessons to help you understand, develop, and work
with your internal sense of intuition. This small yet
valuable book will become your companion as you
rely more on intuition for direction, insight, clarity,
and wisdom on a daily basis. Each of the mini-lessons
comes with its own affirmation or inspirational
statement to complement and strengthen each of the
101 lessons. This book reinforces the idea that
intuition is a reminder of the power of the human
spirit, but more important, that when we listen to its
advice, it can lead us to a life of unlimited potential.

Tarot: No Questions Asked
A detailed book-and-card set includes seventy-eight
original tarot cards specifically designed to promote
reader understanding of traditional tarot meanings,
and is complemented by a guide on how to promote
one's ability to successfully interpret the cards and
tap into hidden memories for optimal results. 25,000
first printing.

Tarot for Beginners
The Tarot is much more than mere pictures on cards,
the pictures are physical symbols for spiritual
concepts. The images are symbolic representation of
archetypal forces and/or beings which have always
existed and have been identified and passed on to us
by ancient initiates and which provide a focus for us
to use in self-initiation, spiritual development, and the
perception of hidden wisdom. The tarot deck included
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by the Visconti and Sforza families, and it is one of the
oldest tarot decks in existence. The images on the
cards have been faithfully recreated, showing
members of the Sforza and Visconti families in period
garments. The borders of the elegant cards are
adorned with gold metallic ink. The accompanying
book provides a history of Visconti-Sforza cards, 35 of
which are now in the collection of the Pierpont Morgan
Library in New York City. The symbolism of the
different cards is described, along with explanations
of different ways to arrange the cards when seeking
information about different aspects of life. This
beautiful gift box holds the book and card deck side
by side, with a purple satin reading cloth folded and
placed underneath the book.

The Light Seer's Tarot
The greatest innovation to the tarot in centuries
propels the ancient art of tarot reading into the 21st
century. Here, for the first time ever, is the ability for
users to read their own cards instantly. This kit
includes a specially-designed manual that interprets
the meaning of all 78 Tarot cards.

The Psychic Tarot
The Akashic Tarot
A 33 card deck with guide book
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Oceanic Tarot
I Have Seen the Future of Our Planet and It Will Blow
Our MindWARNING: Your Future Has Been Written
Already. Discover What You Should Expect or Be
Caught Unprepared Is the Tarot real? Are we
controlling our fate, or is it determined already? Can
you find love, happiness, and health using Tarot? If
you'd like to know the answer to these questions keep reading! Most people think that they control
their future. They spend their entire lives at "the
driver seat", judging themselves for anything that
happens in their lives, struggling to find love,
happiness, financial security or even health. When life
brings them an opportunity - such as meeting a lovely
person or facing a crucial financial decision, they
make a decision based on intuition and logic. Every
time, they find themselves at the same spot, trying to
make progress in their lives, and fail time and time
again. However What if you could know, in advance,
that you should avoid financial decisions in the near
future? What if you could reveal who is your perfect
spouse, and how you should attract him/her? What if
you could get a hint of what the future beholds? In
this outstanding, one of a kind book, you will reveal
the secret world of Tarot. You will learn how to use
Tarot cards, how to read them, how to interpret them
correctly, how to use them for your own benefits, and
much, much more. In fact, this book could transform
your lives and prepare you for the future - so you can
build your ideal life without the pain and the suffering.
Here's what you'll find inside the book: A complete
introduction to the world of Tarot, even if you have no
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How
reading How to understand the meaning of psychic
Tarot cards Tips & guides to using Tarot for finding
love, financial success, and health Secrets that can be
revealed using Tarot And much, much more! Are you
ready to jump into the cosmic world of Tarot? Scroll
up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your
Copy NOW!

Psychic Navigator
This fascinating book provides some of the tools to
help you to tap in to one of the most powerful forces
in the Universe - your soul! Step by step, it will guide
you to follow your true soul's path and help you
reconnect with your natural spiritual abilities. You'll
develop a conscious awareness of the spiritual laws
that help mold your life, and the individual soul force
that's in each and every one of you. Power of the Soul
will help dismantle some of the barriers created by
your outer-self, to unveil your true inner-self and
enable you to break free from some of the
psychological restrictions that have prevented you
from identifying and realizing your full potential. The
material within these pages will help you overcome
those feelings of being trapped, constrained, or
unfulfilled and show you how to lead a soul-enriched
and authentic life that aligns with your aspirations.
Throughout the book, psychic medium John Holland
leads you through a number of practical techniques
and goal-setting exercises that he's taught in his
signature workshops, which will empower you to
awaken the power of your spirit and your soul . . . and
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of unlimited
you'll learn how to:; Discover and access your spiritual
faculties; Open yourself to a guiding higherconsciousness; Remove psychological and spiritual
blocks; Find your true self, as you understand the
purpose, nature and function of the soul; Create and
control your own path; Use spiritual energy to heal
yourself and others; Enhance your body, mind, and
soul to live a life of harmony This transformational
book is more than just a guide . . . it's a way back to
living from the inside out. It will help you (no matter
what your walk of life) follow your own spiritual
journey. John says, ''Once your spiritual gifts are
recognized, opened, and used, you'll see yourself and
the world in a way you never thought possible!''

Angel Intuition
As far back as the ancient Egyptian temples of Luxor
and Karnak, the Tarot has been a source of wisdom
and insight into the human heart and mind. The 78
cards of the Tarot deck help you to open a door to
higher consciousness, gain insights on the past and
present, and discern future directions. The POCKET
GUIDE TO THE TAROT throughly explains each card in
the Waite-Rider deck as well as: The cards of the
Major Arcana.The nature of the Minor Arcana.The suit
of Swords.The suit of Cups.The suit of Pentacles.The
suite of Wands.

Tarot for Beginners
Are You Looking For Answers In Life? The tarot deck
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rooms of wealthy Italian families in the late 1400s,
inspiring immediate appeal as a charming, whimsical
game of self-discovery, lyrical ideas, and philosophical
musings. Today, the tarot deck is just as mysterious
as when it first became popular. Tarot Guide For
Beginners makes this powerful tool easy to learn how
to use, with clear, concise definitions and ways to
incorporate the tarot into your daily life. With Tarot
Guide For Beginners, you will be able to: Learn the
differences between the major and minor arcana-the
two different decks within the tarot deck itself.
Understand the concept of the tarot as a way to learn
about one's self through subtle storytelling.
Understand the origins of the tarot. Learn easy-to-use
tarot card spreads to answer life's most common
questions. Tackle problems such as lack of
motivation, self-control, emotional healing, fear, and
confusion. Tarot Guide For Beginners makes it easy to
use the tarot to live a better life. Use the tarot to help
create blueprints and plans needed to be successful
in areas such as finance, love, personal freedom,
family, and health. Learn to incorporate the powerful
tool of the tarot into daily life for manifestation,
meditation, self-discovery, and more. With Tarot
Guide For Beginners: A Simple-to-Follow Guide That
Teaches You Psychic Tarot Reading, Simple Spreads,
and the Meaning of the Cards, you will be able to
change your life dramatically, and gain the skills and
tools to achieve your financial dreams, strengthen
your relationships, improve self-esteem and make
better life choices. The key to a joyful, successful life
already exists within the powerhouse of our
subconscious mind. Using the tarot for clarity and selfPage 23/27
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will unlock
breakthroughs and positive life changes that can lead
to a better life. Tarot Guide For Beginners takes the
confusion out of tarot card reading. You will access
the ancient wisdom, arcane knowledge and powerful
insights of the tarot, and utilize easy, personalized
tarot spreads that focus on the areas of your life that
you want to change.

Power of the Soul: Inside Wisdom for an
Outside World (Large Print 16pt)
Magical Mermaids and Dolphins Oracle
Cards
Your loved ones in the Spirit World want to talk to you
as much as you want to talk to them! The Spirit
Messages Daily Guidance Oracle Deck,with its
accompanying guidebook and 50 beautifully designed
cards, was created by John Holland to assist you in
getting support, comfort, and divine guidance from
Spirit, your loved ones, family, ancestors, friends,
guides, and helpers in the Spirit World. These cards
will also help the user to develop a higher awareness
of Spirit and remind you that you are never truly
alone. These extraordinary cards will bring insight and
clarity around some of the major decision points in
your life, or just to reaffirm that you're making the
right decisions. The Spirit World communicates
through these cards with guidance and direction in
matters of self-love, vulnerability, relationships, trust,
and more. As you work with these cards, they will
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strengthen
your
ability of intuition and the
beautiful, loving bond that you and the Spirit World
share.

Bridging Two Realms
The Psychic Tarot for the Heart Oracle Deck, with its
accompanying guidebook and 65 beautifully
illustrated cards, was created to assist and guide you
in matters of the heart, especially the different
relationships in your life. Relationships of all kinds are
really about you! They will often reflect back what you
need to see and the lessons you need to learn. By
using this deck and the techniques that psychic
medium John Holland imparts, along with the wisdom
of the tarot, you'll begin to understand and look at
relationships ? past, present, and future ? with an
intuitive eye. This deck is not just for lovers! These
cards will resonate with anyone and add clarity
around all types of relationships, including the most
important one of all . . . the relationship with your self.

How to Read Tarot Cards Intuitively
Winner of FIVE national awards, these simple yet
powerful Children's Spirit Animal Cards by
internationally-renowned author Steven D. Farmer
offer children of all ages the opportunity to explore
the energy of their spirit helpers in animal form. They
will receive beautiful age-appropriate messages of
love and guidance to help them as they develop and
grow. Stunningly illustrated, this 24-card deck comes
with an enclosed guidebook that provides children
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easy-to-understand
also includes a Guide for Parents. A beautiful wisdom
deck that kids will use often and for many more years
to come. Children's Spirit Animal Cards have won the
2012 Sideline PRODUCT OF THE YEAR and 2012 Gold
Medal Winner, Best Interactive Sideline Product from
the Coalition of Visionary Resources, Creative Child
Magazine 2011 Seal of Excellence, the Mom's Choice
Gold Medal Award 2011 and the Parent-Tested ParentApproved Seal of Excellence award.
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